Word Wrap Issue when Grading Essay Questions via the Grade All Button on the Needs Grading Page
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Issue Description: Word wrapping breaks up words within Given Answer when grading essay questions via "Grade All" button on the Needs Grading page.

Steps to Replicate:

1. Log into Blackboard Learn as System Administrator  
2. Navigate into a Course  
3. Go to Content > Create an Assessment with two essay questions  
4. Log in as a Student  
5. Navigate into the Course  
6. Take the test to complete the essay questions using long words  
7. Log in as the Administrator  
8. Go to Needs Grading > Grade All

Observed Behavior:  
Word wrap is not working correctly within the Given Answer. Words are incorrectly broken up, spanning two or more lines.

Expected Behavior:  
Words are properly kept together on one line.
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